The response matrix of a resistor network is the linear map from the potential at the boundary vertices to the net current at the boundary vertices. For circular planar resistor networks, Curtis, Ingerman, and Morrow have given a necessary and sufficient condition for recovering the conductance of each edge in the network uniquely from the response matrix using local moves and medial graphs. We generalize their results for resistor networks on a punctured disk. First we discuss additional local moves that occur in our setting, prove several results about medial graphs of resistor networks on a punctured disk, and define the notion of z-sequences for such graphs. We then define certain circular planar graphs that are electrically equivalent to standard graphs and turn them into networks on a punctured disk by adding a boundary vertex in the middle. We prove such networks are recoverable and are able to generalize this result to a much broader family of networks. A necessary condition for recoverability is also introduced.
Introduction
In this paper, we study resistor networks, electrical networks made up of only resistors. The electrical properties of these networks is characterized by the response matrix. The response matrix gives the linear map from a potential assignment at each boundary vertex to the net current flow at each vertex. A common question in the study of electrical networks is when we can uniquely recover the conductances of a resistor network given the response matrix. This is called the Dirichlet-to-Neumann problem. This problem has been extensively studied for a class of networks called circular planar resistor networks. Curtis, Moores, and Morrow [2] developed an algorithm to recover the conductances of a particular family of these graphs called standard graphs. Curtis, Ingerman, and Morrow [1] and De Verdiere, Gitler, and Vertigan [3] were able to use this algorithm to obtain results for all circular planar resistor networks. They considered the property of criticality, a condition regarding the connections of a network. Building on the previous algorithm and using medial graphs, they proved that the networks where we uniquely recover conductances from the response matrix are exactly the critical networks. They were also able to use medial graphs to show a complete catalogue of local moves that preserve the response matrix of a circular planar resistor network and use these local moves to classify critical networks. Moreover, they were able to identify all response matrices of resistor networks with a positivity criteria for minors of the matrix.
Kenyon and Wilson [5, 6] studied the combinatorics of the response matrix for resistor networks. In particular, they were able to realize the minors of the response matrix for a circular planar resistor network as a sum over groves in the network. This explains the positivity criteria for response matrices of circular planar resistor networks found in earlier work. However, very little is known for more complicated networks. In [7] , Lam and Pylyavskyy studied the Dirichlet-to-Neumann problem for electrical networks on a cylinder. They gave a conjectural solution for general cylindrical electrical networks, and showed it held for a special class of these networks known as "purely cylyndrical" networks. In this paper, we introduce resistor networks in a punctured disk (rnpds). These are networks embedded in a disk where exactly one boundary vertex is placed inside the disk. We first discuss new local moves that arise for these networks. We conjecture that the local moves stated in the paper are the only moves that preserve electrical equivalence. Next we define medial graphs for rnpds and prove several properties of the medial graph for irreducible rnpds. Medial graphs allow us to define spider graphs, a famliy of rnpds closely related to the standard graphs. Using spider graphs, we find several conditional local moves that can be applied to rnpds under certain conditions without changing the response matrix. Turning to the question of recoverability, we find a class of recoverable rnpds. We also give a necessary condition for recoverability or rnpds.
Background and Definitions
For more background on electrical networks, see [1] , [3] , and [4] .
Defnition 1.
A resistor network is a graph (V, E) with a specified set B ⊆ V of boundary vertices and a real nonnegative conductance c e , for each e ∈ E. The remaining vertices, I = V \ B, are called internal vertices. We will say graph to refer to a resistor network without conductances.
In this paper, we'll assume all resistor networks are connected graphs. Our convention throughout this paper will be to color boundary vertices white and internal vertices black.
Defnition 2.
A circular planar resistor network (cprn) is a resistor network that can be embedded in a disk so that it is planar and all the boundary vertices are on the boundary of the disk. A resistor network in a punctured disk (rnpd) is a resistor network that can be embedded in a disk so that it is planar and all boundary vertices but one are on the boundary of the disk. See Figure 1 . Defnition 3. A non-trival rnpd is an rnpd that cannot be drawn as a cprn. Note that in a non-trivial rnpd, the interior boundary vertex of must be surrounded by a polygon. Otherwise, we are able to redraw the network so that the interior boundary vertex is on the boundary of the disk.
Defnition 4.
A potential function for a resistor network (V, E) is a function f : V → R ≥0 . An edge (v 1 , v 2 ) has a voltage given by the difference in potential at v 1 and v 2 .
We want our resistor networks to model electrical circuits. This means they need to satisfy Ohm's Law and Kirchhoff's Current Law.
Theorem 1 (Ohm's Law).
If v e is the voltage across edge e, then v e c e = i e , where i e is the current across edge e. By Ohm's Law, a potential function induces a current across each edge. Note that current always flows from the vertex with the higher potential to the vertex with the lower potential.
Theorem 2 (Kirchhoff's Current Law). For each node in an electrical circuit, the sum of the currents entering the node must be the same as the sum of the currents leaving the node.
The analogue of Kirchhoff's Current Law for resistor networks is that for each internal vertex in a resistor network, the sum of the currents entering the vertex must be the same as the sum of the currents leaving the vertex. If we use Ohm's Law to calculate current, only certain potential functions satisfy Kirchhoff's current Law.
Theorem 3 ([1]
). Given a function φ : B → R ≥0 for a resistor network, there is a unique choice of potential function f where f | B = φ and the currents induced by f from Ohm's Law satisfy Kirchhoff 's Current Law.
Defnition 5. Let Γ = (V, E) be a resistor network with m vertices, n of which are boundary vertices. Index all boundary vertices v ∈ B as {1, · · · , n} and all internal vertices v ∈ I as {n + 1, · · · , m}. Then, we define the Kirchhoff matrix of Γ as follows:
Note that the Kirchhoff matrix can be represented as:
where A is a symmetric n × n matrix, B is an n × (m − n), and C is a symmetric (m − n) × (m − n) matrix. We can represent a potential assignment to the boundary vertices as a vector u ∈ R n ≥0 . Λ(Γ) gives the linear map from such an assignment to the vector of currents flowing into each boundary vertex (where a negative value represents current flowing out of the vertex). We see that the vertex set is V = {a, b, c, d}. The set of boundary vertices is B = {a, c} and the set of internal vertices is I = {b, d}. Thus, in order to compute the Kirchhoff matrix, we label a and c by 1 and 2, respectively, and b and d by 3 and 4, respectively. Then, the Kirchhoff matrix is:
Now, as described above, one can compute the response matrix: We are interested in three properties of networks that have been shown to be the same for the cprn case: irreducibility, recoverability, and criticality.
Defnition 8. We call a graph reducible if it is electrically equivalent to a graph with fewer edges, and irreducible otherwise.
Note that a network may have the same response matrix as a network with fewer edges while still being irreducible.
Defnition 9. A resistor network is recoverable if given its response matrix and and graph, we are able to uniquely determine its conductances.
Defnition 10. A connection of a resistor network Γ = (V, E) is a tuple (P, Q) s.t. P = {p 1 , · · · , p k } and Q = {q 1 , · · · , q k } are subsets of B and there exists k disjoint paths that do not pass through boundary vertices connecting p i to q π(i) , ∀i and for some π ∈ S k . For a cprn, we require that Remark 1. If Γ is a cprn and (P, Q) is a connection, then the only possible π ∈ S k connecting P and Q is the identity permutation. Otherwise, the paths will not be disjoint.
Defnition 11. A cprn is critical if the removal of any edge in the network breaks a connection.
Curtis, Ingerman, and Morrow [1] proved that these three definitions are equivalent in the cprn case.
In this paper, we investigate to what extent this equivalence holds in the rnpd case.
Local Moves
There are five local transformations on cprns that do not change the response matrix [3] . We list these below. Note that the networks we draw below are components of a possibly larger network. The grey vertices indicate where the components in the pictures may be connected to the rest of the graph. That is, they are vertices that may be either boundary vertices or internal vertices and may have other edges incident to them. In the cases where the arrow goes only in one direction, we may still apply the transformation in the opposite direction, but there is not a unique way to do so.
• Loop removal
All of these moves are valid for rnpds. We also have two new local moves for rnpds that do not exist for cprns:
We define an antenna to be an interior boundary vertex of degree one. If we have such a vertex and it is adjascent to vertex v, then antenna jumping is performed by jumping the antenna over an edge incident to v and into a different face. The conductances are unchanged by this move. 
Any two electrically equivalent graphs associated to rnpds are connected by the local moves stated in this section.
Medial Graphs and Z-sequences
Defnition 12 ( [1] ). For an cprn Γ with n boundary vertices, v 1 , ..., v n clockwise, place 2n points, t 1 , ..., t 2n , around the boundary of the disk in clockwise order such that for even i, t i−1 and t i are on either side of v i/2 . That is, between v j and v j+1 we have, in clockwise order, v j , t 2j , t 2j+1 , v j+1 where indices are modulo n for the v i 's and modulo 2n for the t i 's. For each edge e in Γ, let m e be its midpoint. Then the medial graph, M (Γ), of Γ is the graph with vertices {t i | 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n} ∪ {m e | e ∈ E} and edges {(m e , m f ) | e, f edges in Γ on the same face and sharing a vertex} ∪ {(m e , m e ) | m e a spike into a face of Γ} ∪ {(t i , m e ) | t i , e on the same face, i odd, e an edge connected to v (i+1)/2 } ∪ {(t i , m e ) | t i , e on the same face, i even, e an edge connected to v i/2 }.
Example 2. The medial graph of the cprn in Figure 1 is drawn below.
Remark 2.
For an edge e of cprn Γ, m e has degree 4 in M (Γ). This means that if we approach m e via some edge in M (Γ), we can turn right, turn left, or go straight.
Defnition 13. We define an equivalence relation ≡ on the edges of M (Γ) as follows. For every e an edge of Γ with corresponding vertex m e in M (Γ), let the four medial edges adjacent to m e be v e,1 , v e,2 , v e,3 , and v e,4 in clockwise order. Then v e,1 ≡ v e,3 and v e,2 ≡ v e,4 . Then the medial strands of M (Γ) are the equivalence classes of edges of M (Γ) induced by ≡. In other words, a medial strand is a path in M (Γ) where we always go straight through a vertex m e . We frequently smooth the corners of a strand in depictions of the medial graph.
Example 3. The medial graph depicted in Example 2 has two medial strands, as shown below.
Remark 3. Each vertex t i has degree 1 in M (Γ). This means that each t i is an endpoint of exactly one medial strand. Defnition 14.
[1] Let Γ be a cprn with n boundary vertices, v 1 , ..., v n clockwise, and let t 1 , ..., t 2n be the endpoints of medial strands. Label the strand beginning at t 1 as with a 1. The remaining strands are labeled 2 through n so that if i < j, the endpoints of the strand i are t a and t b , and the endpoints of strand j are t c and t d , we have either a < c, d or b < c, d. In other words, the first endpoint of strand i appears clockwise from t 1 before the first endpoint of j. For each i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2n} let z i be the number associated with the strand with an endpoint at t i . The sequence z 1 , ..., z 2n is called the z-sequence of Γ.
We can now make some analogous definitions for rnpds.
Defnition 15. For an rnpd Γ we can define the medial graph M (Γ) of Γ to be as for a cprn, treating the interior boundary vertex as an internal vertex. We obtain medial strands as in the cprn case. Defnition 19. Define a medial loop to be the region enclosed by a medial strand segment whose endpoints are the same.
Defnition 20. Define a medial circle to be a medial strand that does not have endpoints.
Example 6. In the following example medial graph, the green strand is a medial circle. It bounds two lenses with the blue strand. The red strand bounds a medial loop. The blue and red strands bound a medial lens.
With these definitions in hand, we may state the first of two main theorems of this section. (c) Any two distinct medial strands of M (Γ) intersect at most twice. Furthermore, if two distinct medial strands intersect twice, creating a lens, the lens they create contains the interior boundary vertex.
We first prove the backwards direction.
Proof. Edges in series and parallel induce a medial lens face in the medial graph. Pendants and selfedges induce a medial loop face in the medial graph. Thus, no graph satisfying (b) and (c) can be reduced only by series reductions, parallel reductions, self-edge removal, and pendant removal. Medial circles remain medial circles under medial graph motions and antenna jumping. Similarly, medial lenses and medial loops not containing b remain medial lenses and medial loops not containing b under motions and antenna jumping. Thus, if a graph satisfies properties (a), (b), and (c), it will always satisfy the properties after Y − ∆ moves and antenna jumping, and hence will never be able to be reduced by series reductions, parallel reductions, pendant removal, or self-edge removal.
To prove the forwards direction, we require several lemmas.
Lemma 1. In the medial graph of an rnpd irreducible by Y − ∆ moves, series reductions, parallel reductions, pendant removal, and self-edge removal:
(a) Any medial lens contains the interior boundary vertex.
(b) Any medial loop contains the interior boundary vertex.
(c) Any medial circle contains the interior boundary vertex.
Proof. Suppose our medial graph has a medial lens. We follow the algorithm in Lemma 6.2 of [1] , noting that we may still perform motions on any triangular face in the medial graph that does not contain the boundary vertex. For a lens that does not contain the boundary vertex, none of its faces contain the boundary vertex. Following the algorithm in Lemma 6.2 will never cause the lens to contain new vertices. Thus, for rnpds, any medial graph with a medial lens not containing the boundary vertex is equivalent by motions to one with a lens (still not containing the boundary vertex) as a face. We can apply the same argument for medial loops, in which case we obtain a medial loop face, and medial circles, in which case we obtain a medial circle face. Lens faces may be reduced by a series or parallel transformation (depending on whether a vertex is inside the lens) and medial loop faces may be reduced by pendant removal or loop removal (depending on whether a vertex is inside the loop). In both cases, we have a contradiction because our graph was reduced. Medial circle faces cannot exist.
Lemma 2. Let p, q, r be pairwise-intersecting medial strands in an rnpd Γ irreducible by Y − ∆ moves, series reductions, parallel reductions, pendant removal, and self-edge removal. Define v qr be an intersection of strands q and r and define v pr , and v pq similarly. Suppose that the segments of strands p, q, and r between v pr and v pq , v pq and v qr , and v pr and v qr form the sides of a triangle T . That is, these strand segments do not intersect themselves or each other except for at v qr , v pr , and v pq . If T does not contain b, then we can apply a sequence of motions on faces of T to obtain a network where T is a face of the medial graph.
Proof. We prove this inductively on the number of faces inside T . If T only has one face, no motions are required. If T has more than one face, some strand s intersects the boundary of T twice. If these intersections occur on the same strand, there would be a lens inside T . Since T does not contain b, this contradicts Lemma 1. So, without loss of generality, we can assume these intersections occur on strands q and r and that the intersection points are v qs and v rs . Then q, r, and s enclose a region U with vertices v qr , v qs , and v rs . Since U is strictly inside T , U has fewer faces than T . Thus, by induction, we can perform motions so that there are no intersections inside U . These motions will not increase the number of faces in T . Next we can perform a motion to move U outside T , decreasing the number of faces in T by one. By induction, we can perform another sequence of motions to make T a face of the medial graph.
Lemma 3. In an rnpd irreducible by Y − ∆ moves, series reductions, parallel reductions, pendant removal, self-edge removal, and antenna jumping with no medial circles, there exists at most one medial loop. That is, there exists at most once medial strand with a self-intersection, and if such a strand exists, it intersects itself only once.
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, suppose we have at least two medial loops. Let ℓ be a medial loop contains no other medial loops within its interior. By the previous lemma, the interior boundary vertex b must be inside ℓ. Claim 1: We can use motions to make ℓ a face in the medial graph. Any strand segment s in ℓ with boundary on ℓ contains no self-intersection. Then it divides ℓ into a lens and a triangle T . The lens must then contain the interior boundary vertex b, so T does not. By Lemma 2 we can use motions to make T empty. These motions do not increase the number of strand segments in ℓ. After we make T empty, a motion on T decreases the number of strand segments in ℓ.
Applying this process repeatedly, we can make ℓ a face, proving Claim 1. By Claim 1, up to electrical equivalence, we may assume ℓ is a face in the medial graph. This face must correspond to the vertex b of the rnpd by part (b) of Lemma 1. Since every medial loop contains b, every medial loop contains ℓ. Without loss of generality, let ℓ ′ be such that ℓ is the only loop contained in ℓ ′ . Claim 2: We can use motions to make ℓ ′ contain only ℓ.
Let the self-intersection of ℓ ′ be a. As in the proof of Claim 1, any strand segment s in ℓ ′ with endpoints s 1 and s 2 on ℓ ′ contains no self-intersection. Since s cannot intersect ℓ or create a lens, s 1 , s 2 , and a create a triangle T that does not contain b. By Lemma 2 we can use motions to make T empty. These motions do not increase the number of strand segments in ℓ ′ . After we make T empty, a motion on T decreases the number of strand segments in ℓ ′ . Applying this process repeatedly, we can make ℓ ′ contain only ℓ, proving Claim 2. Now we're in one of three situations, shown below.
Case 1A:
Case 1B: Case 2:
In cases 1A and 1B, antenna jumping yields a medial lens not containing b (note the parallel edges in 1A and the parallel edges after a Y − ∆ move in 1B). In case 2, antenna jumping yields a medial loop not containing b (note the self-edge). This is a contradiction with Lemma 1, so we have proven the lemma.
To prove the next Lemma, we need to introduce some notation.
Defnition 21. Let Γ be a graph with vertex set V . Let V ′ ⊆ V, V ′′ be all vertices in V ′ or adjacent to V ′ , E ′ be the edges of Γ with both endpoints in V ′ , and E ′′ be the edges of Γ with at least one endpoint in V ′ . Then the strong restriction of Γ to V ′ is Γ ′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) and the weak restriction of Γ to
Remark 5. Both the strong restriction and weak restrictions of Γ to V ′ are subgraphs of Γ.
Remark 6. All graphs Γ are equal to the strong restriction to their vertex set. Assuming connectedness, they are also equal to the weak restriction to their interior vertex set.
Lemma 4. The medial graph of an irreducible rnpd does not contain any medial circles.
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, suppose there exists an irreducible rnpd Γ whose medial graph M (Γ) contains a medial circle c. Without loss of generality, assume c contains no medial circles in its interior. Let Γ ′ be the strong restriction of Γ to the vertices inside c. Then M (Γ ′ ) is the restriction of M (Γ) to medial edges strictly contained in c. Note that M (Γ ′ ) contains no medial circles and at most one medial loop. We consider several disjoint cases:
Case 1: The medial circle c contains no self-intersection. If a strand segment inside c does not have a self-intersection, then the strand creates a two lenses with c. Only one of those lenses can contain the boundary vertex, so by Lemma 2 we find Γ is not reduced. This is a contradiction, so every strand segment inside c with endpoints on c contains a self-intersection.
Since M (Γ ′ ) contains at most one medial loop, c contains at most one strand segment. The graph is connected, so c can't be empty. The medial graph containing only c and a medial loop as segments is shown below. This is not a possible configuration as its network is reducible.
Case 2: The medial circle c contains exactly one self-intersection. The medial circle c cannot form a figure-eight, as that creates two disjoint loops. Thus it must have the following form:
Just as in case 1, any strand segment inside c without self-intersections creates a lens not containing b. From earlier, c can strictly contain at most one medial loop which can be its only strand. This yields three configurations up to motions for strands in c:
The first two are reducible. The third can't exist, as the medial graph of a connected graph is connected and c is not the full medial graph of any rnpd.
Case 3: The medial circle c contains at least two self-intersections. Let p be a point on c. Then without loss of generality, moving along the to reach the first intersection e 1 of the strand segment, we create a counterclockwise loop. This must contain b. Then, continuing along c to the second intersection e 2 we cannot go clockwise, as that creates a lens not containing b. Thus we must go counterclockwise, and a segment of c mus look as below.
Now, let ℓ be the shown strand segment of c. Then any not-self-intersecting strand segment s in ℓ intersecting the boundary of ℓ at endpoints s 1 and s 2 either creates a lens with ℓ not containing b or a triangle T with s 1 , s 2 , and e 2 . The first case is reducible. In the second we may apply motions on regions in T to make T empty. Then a motion inside T decreases the number of strand segments intersecting ℓ. Thus, we may assume every strand segment s in ℓ contains a self-intersection.
Since the loop with self-intersecting vertex e 1 is strictly contained in c, no other loops strictly in c exist. Thus, no strands may intersect ℓ. But this is then reducible.
Lemma 5. In an rnpd irreducible by Y − ∆ moves, pendant removal, self-edge removal, parallel reductions, series reductions, and antenna jumping, any two medial strands intersect at most twice.
Proof. Assume for contradiction we have two medial strands p and q that intersect (at least) three times. Without loss of generality, assume p contains no self-intersection. As we move along q let our three intersections be v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 . Then p and q form two lenses -one with endpoints v 1 and v 2 , and one with endpoints v 2 and v 3 . Since these lie on opposite sides of p, they have disjoint interiors. Thus at least one medial lens does not contain the interior boundary vertex, a contradiction.
With this series of lemmas, we can now prove Theorem 4.
Proof. Let Γ be an rnpd irreducible by our moves. Part (a) holds by Lemma 4. Part (a) and Lemma 3 imply that M (Γ) contains at most one medial loop. By Lemma 1, if there is a medial loop, then it must contain the interior boundary vertex. This proves part (b) of the theorem. Finally, by Lemma 5, any two distinct strands of m(Γ) intersect at most twice. Lemma 1 tells us that any two strands that do intersect twice must contain the interior boundary vertex in the lens they create, so we have proven part (c) or the theorem.
Conjecture 2.
A graph is irreducible by Y − ∆ moves, pendant removal, self-edge removal, parallel reductions, series reductions, antenna jumping, and antenna absorption if and only if it has three medial strands which pairwise intersect twice, there is a medial strand that self-intersects, and it is irreducible by Y − ∆ moves, pendant removal, self-edge removal, parallel reductions, series reductions, and antenna jumping. Proof. Note that motions don't change the relative order of strand endpoints, or whether strands go around the interior boundary vertex clockwise or counterclockwise, so the z-sequence is preserved by motions and thus Y − ∆ moves. For the other direction, we induct on the number of strands. If only one strand exists, the theorem holds trivially.
Suppose we have we have two rnpds Γ and Γ ′ with multiple strands and the same z-sequence. Each strand in Γ which does not intersect itself divides Γ into two regions. For strand i without a selfintersection, call the region which does not contain the boundary vertex Γ i,1 , and the other Γ i,2 . Choose s such that Γ s,1 contains the fewest possible number of regions. We can define Γ ′ s,1 , and Γ ′ s,2 as we did for Γ. Since we chose s where Γ s,1 is minimal, every strand in region Γ s,1 intersects s. Let G be the graph we obtain when we perform Y − ∆ moves on Γ to minimize the number of regions on the side of strand s not containing the interior boundary vertex. Define G 1 and G 2 as the regions partitioned by strand s in G where G 1 is the side corresponding to Γ s,1 . Define
similarly from Γ ′ . We claim that G 1 contains no medial strand intersections. Suppose for contradiction that p and q are strand segments that lie within G 1 and intersect at v 0 in G 1 . Let the endpoint of p on s ′ be v 1 . Let the endpoint of q on s ′ be v 2 . Let the triangle formed by v 0 , v 1 , and v 2 be T . By motions on triangular faces in T , we may make T empty without increasing the number of regions in G 1 . Then, a motion on T moves T to G 2 , decreasing the number of regions in G 1 by one, a contradiction. Similarly, G ′ 1 contains no medial strand intersections. Furthermore, G strongly restricted to vertices in G 2 is an irreducible graph whose z-sequence may be computed from from the z-sequence of G by deleting strand s and relabeling the remaining strands. Since we may determine from the z-sequence of G ′ which strand segments of G 
Conditional Local Moves and Spider Graphs

Spider Graphs
Defnition 22. The standard graphs, denoted by Σ n for n ≥ 2, are certain critical cprns with z-sequence 1, 2, ..., n, 1, 2, ..., n. See Section 7 of [1] for a detailed construction.
In [2] , it was shown that each Σ 4m+3 is recoverable. An algorithm that transforms any critical cprn into some Σ 4m+3 was introduced in [1] and was central to the proof that critical cprns are recoverable. We define a family of cprns that are electrically equivalent to standard graphs. These graphs will be called 4-periodic graphs. To do this, we'll first need to define some special types of edges.
Defnition 23. An edge is a boundary edge if it connects two boundary vertices. An edge is a boundary spike if it is connected to a boundary vertex of degree 1.
We will denote the 4-periodic graphs as Π n for n ≥ 3. The construction is as follows: For n ≥ 3, we start with an n-gon whcich we will consider to be layer 1. Then we extend our polygon to have exactly ⌊ n+1 4 ⌋ layers, where each layer is a concentric n-gon connected to the n-gon from the previous layer by n edges between respective vertices (see Fig. 1 ). For n ≡ 3 mod 4 we will have layers and add all n boundary spikes. For n ≡ 2 mod 4, we will have
layers, add all n boundary spikes, and then connect n 2 consecutive boundary vertices. In each case, we let all outermost vertices be boundary vertices (see Figure 2) .
Defnition 24. In Π n for n even, we can see that as we go around the boundary of the disk, we have a set of boundary vertices with boundary spikes and then a set of boundary vertices connected by boundary edges. Let the first and last of the boundary vertices connected by boundary edges be v and w. For n ≡ 0 mod 4, each of these vertices is of degree 2. We will refer to the edges connected to v and Figure 2 : The first six 4-periodic cprns, Π n for 3 ≤ n ≤ 8.
w that are not boundary edges as boundary pseudo-spikes. For n ≡ 2 mod 4, each of these vertices is of degree 3. The vertices have a boundary edge, an edge going inward, and an edge connected to an internal vertex that is connected to a boundary spike. We will refer to the last of these edges as a pseudo-boundary edge.
Lemma 6. Let Π n be a 4-periodic graph and let ℓ be the number of layers in this graph. Let s be a medial strand in Π n with endpoints s 1 and s 2 such that the center face of the graph is to the right of the strand when going from s 1 to s 2 . Then the number of strand endpoints between s 1 and s 2 to the left of the strand is:
3. 4ℓ if n ≡ 1 mod 4.
4. 4ℓ + 1 if n ≡ 2 mod 4.
Proof. Suppose the lemma is true for case (3) for a graph with ℓ − 1 layers. This means that given any strand s, the number of strand endpoints between s 1 and s 2 is 4ℓ − 4 in such a graph. Choose any strand s. This strand partitions the graph into two pieces. One of these pieces contains most of the center face. Add extra vertices and edges to the graph so that the graph still has ℓ − 1 layers, but the underlying polygon now has 4 more sides. We will assume without loss of generality that these vertices and edges are added in the piece of the graph that contains most of the center face. This Figure 3 : Types of edges in Π 4 , Π 6 , and Π 8 . Boundary edges appear in purple, boundary spikes in pink, pseudo-boundary edges in light blue, and boundary pseudo-spikes in orange.
means it won't affect s at all. Now we add a layer to get to the next graph that falls under case (3). We can observe that adding the layer forces us to have two extra sides of the polygon between s 1 and s 2 , which corresponds to exactly 4 extra strand endpoints (see Figure 4) . Thus, the number of strand endpoints between s 1 and s 2 is 4ℓ − 4 + 4 = 4ℓ, as desired, and we have proven case (3) of the lemma. The proof for case (1) is similar. Figure 4 : Adding a layer adds two extra boundary spikes between strand endpoints. Now suppose that n ≡ 0 mod 4. We claim that each strand must have one end crossing a boundary spike and the other end crossing an boundary edge or pseudo-boundary edge. To prove this, suppose for contradiction that the strand s starts by crosses a boundary spike on both ends (the other case is similar). Then the strand looks exactly like a strand from case (3) and there must be 4ℓ strand endpoints between s 1 and s 2 to the left. This means that there are at least 4ℓ−2 2 + 2 boundary spikes in the graph (4ℓ − 2 internal strands and 2 spikes that S crosses). Since n ≡ 0 mod 4, we get the following relation:
This is a contradiction, since the number of boundary spikes in such graphs is exactly n 2 . Now we will prove that in any such graph, any strand that has one end crossing a boundary spike and one end crossing a boundary edge or pseudo-boundary edge has exactly 2ℓ − 1 strand endpoints between its endpoints. Assume that the lemma holds for a graph with ℓ − 1 layers. Let s be a strand in the graph. We can increase the size of the polygons in each layer as we did for the proof of case (3) without affecting s. Again, adding a layer adds exactly two sides of the polygon between s 1 and s 2 , and consequently 4 more strand endpoints. The proof for case (4) is similar, where we use boundary edges instead of boundary spikes and boundary spikes and boundary pseudo-spikes instead of boundary edges and pseudo-boundary edges. Corollary 1. For n ≥ 3, Π n is electrically equivalent to Σ n .
Proof. Let n ≡ 1 mod 4. We first note that the number of medial strands in Π n is n. Also, the number of endpoints is 2n, as every boundary vertex corresponds to exactly two endpoints. Take any strand s with endpoints s 1 , s 2 . By Lemma 6, we know that the number of strands between s 1 and s 2 is 4ℓ on one side. Since n ≡ 1 mod 4, we know that 4ℓ = 4⌊ = n − 1, so there are n − 1 strand endpoints between s 1 and s 2 . Since there are 2n − 2 endpoints other than s 1 and s 2 , it follows that the number of endpoints between s 1 and s 2 on the other side is also n − 1. Since s was an arbitrary strand, the graph has the same z-sequence as the standard graph. Also note that the medial graph is lenseless. This means Π n is electrically equivalent to Σ n . The cases when n ≡ 2 mod 4, n ≡ 3 mod 4, and n ≡ 0 mod 4 are similar.
Defnition 25. A spider graph, Ξ n , is defined for each n ≥ 3. Ξ n is constructed by placing a boundary vertex inside the center face of Π n , and connecting it to each vertex on the boundary of that face. Figure 5 : The first six spider graphs, Ξ n for 3 ≤ n ≤ 8.
Conditional Local Moves
In addition to the 7 local moves described in section 3, there are also conditional local moves we can perform on rnpds. These are similar to the local moves in that they do not change the response matrix, but the formulas are not subtraction free. Thus, we can only perform the conditional local moves as long as they do not give us any negative conductances.
We have the following conditional local moves (see Appendix A for formulas):
• We have conjectural formulas for this move (see Appendix A). We were able to check that these formulas preserve every entry of the response matrix except for the entry in the row and column corresponding to the interior boundary vertex. The computations were too large to check for this entry. However, we did check that the response matrices were the same for several choices of values for the variables in one of the networks.
Conjecture 4.
Notice that each of the conditional local moves listed above is a move on a subgraph of Π n . We conjecture that there exists a conditional local move for each n ≥ 3 where applying the local move on Π n does the following:
• For n ≡ 3 mod 4, we change a boundary edge from the outermost layer into a boundary spike on the opposite side of the graph.
• For n ≡ 0 mod 4, we change a boundary spike from the outermost partial layer into a boundary spike on the opposite side of the graph.
• For n ≡ 1 mod 4, we change a boundary spike from the outermost partial layer into a boundary edge on the opposite side of the graph.
• For n ≡ 2 mod 4, we change a boundary edge from the outermost partial layer into a boundary edge on the opposite side of the graph.
It also seems that the formulas for these moves have a combinatorial interpretation in terms of groves or a grove-like structure (see [7] ). For example the numerator in the formula for G, H, and I in the pentagon conditional local move is a sum of groves.
6 Recoverability Conditions
Recoverable Rnpds from Critical Cprns
Lemma 7 (Lemma 11.3 from [1] ). Let Γ be a critical cprn. Then Γ has a boundary edge or a boundary spike.
Lemma 8 (Lemma 11.1 from [1] ). Let Γ be a critical cprn. Then Γ remains critical after deleting a boundary edge.
Lemma 9 (Lemma 11.2 from [1] ). Let Γ be a critical cprn. Then Γ remains critical after contracting a boundary spike.
Lemma 10. Let Γ be an rnpd with interior boundary vertex b, and let e be a boundary edge or a boundary spike. If deleting or contracting e = pq breaks some connection (P, Q) s.t. b / ∈ P ∪ Q, then we can derive the conductance of e from Λ(Γ).
Proof. Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4 of [1] prove this for the cprn case. However, this remains true for rndps if we restrict P and Q to not include the interior boundary vertex.
Defnition 26. A star graph is a central boundary vertex with only boundary spikes or pendants attached. Inserting a star graph into a face of a graph means adding a boundary vertex inside the face and connecting it to any number of vertices on the face.
Example 7. Consider the following graph:
One way to insert a star graph into the upper face is illustrated below: Theorem 6. Assume Γ is a critical cprn. If Γ ′ be the rnpd obtained from inserting a star graph into any face of Γ, then Γ ′ is recoverable.
Proof. Let Γ ′ = (V, E) and S = (V S , E S ) be the star graph that was inserted into Γ to obtain Γ ′ . Assume we are given Λ(Γ ′ ). First, note that (V \ {b}, E \ E S ) = Γ, which is known to be critical. So, by Lemma 7, we always have a boundary edge or boundary spike with which to begin the following process. First, pick a boundary edge or boundary spike, e, to delete or contract. Notice that deleting or contracting e must break a connection (P, Q) in Γ by the definition of critical. Since paths in connections cannot pass through other boundary vertices, adding back in S does not repair the broken connection, and (P, Q) is broken in Γ ′ . Thus, by Lemma 10, we know the conductance of e. Knowing this allows us to derive the response matrix of the graph after contracting or deleting e, which we will call Γ ′′ (see section 8 of [1] ). Now, by Lemmas 8 and 9, our Γ ′′ without S is still critical. Then, we can continue this process, deleting and contracting boundary edges and spikes one by one, until we are left with S. In other words, we will eventually know the conductance of every edge in Γ ′ except for those in G, but will know the response matrix of G. However, at that point, S will be a cprn with only boundary vertices, and hence its response matrix is exactly its Kirchhoff matrix. Therefore, Γ ′ is recoverable.
Example 8. Note the Ξ n is Π n with a star graph inserted into a face. So, all the spider graphs are recoverable. In this case the move is symmetric, so we only include formulas for one direction.
Let α = gmn + gmq + gnq + mnq, β = abq + agq + ahq + anq + bgq + bℓq + bmq + ghq + gℓq + hℓq + hmq + ℓnq, γ = deghℓq + dghjℓq + dghkℓq + eghiℓq + eghjℓq + ghijℓq + ghikℓq + ghijkℓq, and δ = dghℓpq + ghiℓpq + eghℓoq + ghkℓoq + ghjℓoq + ghjℓpq + ghlopq. 
